Abstract We present a real-time algorithm for dynamically adjusting radiometric compensation depending on the image content. This reduces the perception of clipping errors by simultaneously preserving a maximum of luminance and contrast. The algorithm is implemented entirely on the GPU and runs in real-time.
Introduction A combination of projectors and cameras can be used to project image content geometrically and radiometrically correct onto complex Lambertian surfaces. Most of the existing algorithms consider only the surface properties but not the image content. This may lead to clipping at dark pigments that is due to the limited dynamic range and brightness of the projector. Recent approaches also take the image content and the capabilities of the human visual system into account for minimizing these artifacts [Wang et al. 2005 ] [Ashdown et al. 2006] . Such algorithms are too complex to support real-time rendering applications. Thus, animated or interactive content cannot be compensated. We propose a novel algorithm that adjusts the content globally and locally in real-time to reduce visible image artifacts.
Algorithm Initially our algorithm performs an off-line analysis of the projection surface's geometry and reflectance. The image content is then analyzed to determine the average luminance values, the amount of high spatial frequencies, and a luminance threshold map [Ramasubramanian et al. 1999] . The threshold map stores information about the maximum non-perceivable luminance differences for each pixel. The radiometric compensation is carried out in two passes: In the first pass the intensity values are translated and scaled globally depending on the surface reflectance and the image content itself. The result is analyzed for clipping errors. These errors are then blurred with a Gaussian kernel. The applied σ is inverse proportional to the amount of high spatial frequencies in the local image areas. In the final pass the image intensities are translated and scaled globally, but the luminance values are also adjusted locally depending on the defocused clipping errors. Time dependent adaptation factors are used for global and local transformations to avoid popping artifacts in animated and interactive content.
Implementation The entire algorithm is realized on the GPU. While the surface information can be calculated off-line, the varying image content has to be analyzed and compensated during runtime. The average luminance value is determined by successively smoothening and down-sampling the luminance image with a box filter kernel down to one pixel. Calculating the threshold map requires computing a contrast pyramid derived from a Gaussian and a Laplace pyramid. Like the average luminance they are also determined via multi-pass rendering. The amount of high spatial frequencies within the levels of the Gaussian pyramid can be effectively estimated with the aid of occlusion queries.
Results Figures 1(a) and (b) show a photograph (e) projected onto a natural stone wall without radiometric compensation (with and without environment light). (c) Shows the results of a nonadaptive compensation algorithm that does not consider the image content. The overall intensity has been manually decreased to avoid visible clipping artifacts. In (d) the result of our algorithm is shown. * e-mail: grundhoe@uni-weimar.de † e-mail: bimber@uni-weimar.de Clipping areas are smoothly reduced in luminance to neutralize the visible clipping errors while the brightness is clearly enhanced. Approaching a similar brightness with a non-adaptive algorithm would lead to well visible clipping artifacts. We achieve more than 30 fps on a NVidia GeForce GTX 7900.
Conclusions Our radiometric compensation algorithm considers the image content and capabilities of the human visual system to reduce visible artifacts resulting from the limited dynamic range and brightness of projectors. Real-time frame rates are achieved for supporting animated and live-content. Since clipping can lead to chrominance shifts leading to sharp discontinue a smooth luminance reduction over a large area reduces the perception of the locally adjusted image regions. The algorithm's compensation parameters are automatically adapted over time using an exponential decay function to guarantee smooth transitions in animated or interactive content.
